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Abstract 
Let p : G + Homeo(X) be a homotopically trivial action of a compact commutative Lie group on 
a connected, finitistic, aspherical topological space. We associate with p a certain set of homotopical 
invariants. Using them we introduce the notion of TTI-freeness, TI-conjugacy and TI-effectiveness. 
We check that p is free if and only if it is xl-free. Applying the rigidity theorems of ET. Farrell 
and L. Jones we prove that 7r-conjugate, homotopically trivial, smooth, and free actions of G on 
appropriate aspherical manifolds are topologically conjugate. Using this we show that the number 
of topological conjugacy classes of free and smooth &-actions that are homotopic to a given free 
&-action on a closed infrasolvmanifold M it is not greather than /c’*“~ z(?rl(M))Zk 
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Introduction 
In this paper we investigate homotopically trivial actions on aspherical spaces. We 
introduce the notions of TT~-freeness, TI-effectiveness, and TI-conjugacy. We prove that 
some compact group actions are free (effective) if and only if they are TT~-free (TI- 
effective). We investigate some general properties of 7~1 -conjugacy. Using them we show 
that homotopically trivial, free, and smooth actions of compact Lie groups on appropriate 
aspherical manifolds are topologically conjugate if and only if they are XI-conjugate. 
Applying this to homotopically nontrivial actions we estimate the number of topological 
conjugacy classes of some free &-actions whose generators are homotopic to a generator 
of a fixed free &action. 
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Throughout this paper all topological spaces are assumed to be locally pathwise con- 
nected and locally simply connected. 
Before stating the results we need some definitions. An action of G on a connected 
topological space X is homotopically trivial if for every element g of G the correspond- 
ing homeomorphism of X is homotopic to the identity. We say that X is aspherical if its 
universal covering is contractible. For a given discrete group H let PH be the set of these 
elements h of H that cannot be written as hT for some hl E H, T > 1. If G is a compact 
commutative Lie group acting homotopically trivially on X, then the identity component 
Go of G, is a torus, G/Go is a finite commutative group, and G = Go x G/Go. Let x0 be 
a base point of X and let ev, : 71-1 (Go, 1) + ~1 (X, ZO) be the evaluation homomorphism 
induced by ev : Go 3 g e gso E X. The group ev,(q (Go, 1)) is a central subgroup of 
~1 (X, 20) [2, Lemma 4.21. We say that the action of Go on X is x1-free ( nl-effective) 
if ev,(Pnl (GO)) G Pm(X) (if ev,(h (GO)) C PZ(TI (X))>. 
For every a E G/Go different homotopies joining idx with X 3 z ++ az E X 
determine a certain subset HO(a) of n](X) ( see Section 1). Using this one can extend 
the definitions of ~1 -freeness and ~1 -effectiveness to the general case of a homotopically 
trivial action of G. Our first result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a compact commutative Lie group acting homotopically trivially 
on a jkitistic aspherical topological space X. Then the action of G on X is free ifs it is 
7q -free. 
The assumption that X is finitistic cannot be omitted (cf. Remark 5). A topological 
space is finitistic if each covering by open sets has a finite-dimensional refinement by 
open sets (cf. [ 1, Chapter 3, Section 71). A covering space of a compact topological space 
is finitistic and every finite-dimensional paracompact manifold is finistic. In Section 1 
we generalize the notion of 7rl-effectiveness. Extending an earlier result of Conner and 
Raymond [3, Lemma l] we prove the following analogue of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let M be a closed aspherical manifold and let G be a compact, commutative 
Lie group acting homotopically trivially on M. Then the action of G on M is effective 
iff it is 7rl-effective. 
In a particular case of a homotopically trivial action of a finite cyclic group (g) of 
prime order p on a closed aspherical manifold M one can consider a fixed element cr of 
HO(g) and 
&,(g) = {y E q(M): yp = a}. 
The action of (g) on M is 7r1-free if and only if Rp(~) = 8 (see Section 1). If this action 
is not free, then some topological properties of Fix(g, M) can be expressed in terms of 
Rp(c) (see Section 1, Proposition 14). 
Two homotopically trivial actions pa : G + Homeo(X), po : G + Homeo(Y) are said 
to be ~1 -conjugate if there is an isomorphism 4 : ~1 (X) --t 7~ (Y) such that q5 o ev: = 
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evf, &HO,(a)) = HOp(a) for every a E G/Go. Here ev:, evt are the evaluation 
homomorphisms induced by pal~o, PfllGo, and HO,(a), Hop(a) are induced by p,(a), 
pp(u). It is easy to see that a homotopically trivial action q-conjugate to a free action 
on a finitistic aspherical space is also free (see Section 2, Lemma 16). Combining this 
and other properties of 7ri-conjugacy (see Section 2, Lemma 17) with the results of [4,5] 
in Section 3 we shall prove the following. 
Theorem 3. Let X and Y be two closed aspherical manifalds and let pa : G + 
Diff(X), po : G -+ Diff(Y) be two smooth, homotopically trivial, and free actions of 
a compact Lie group G. Assume that either X and Y are homotopy equivalent to a 
nonpositive curvature manifold or the fundamental groups of them are virtually poly-2’4. 
If dim M - dim G # 3,4 then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) pu is topologically conjugate to pi, 
(b) pa is xl-conjugate to po. 
The results of Section 3 can be extended to some cyclic group actions. In Section 4 
we prove the following. 
Theorem 4. Let 174 be a closed aspherical manifold with virtually poly-Z fundamen- 
tal group, let k E N, let g be a generator of a free &-action on M, and let 
1 = rankZ(rri (M))g*. A ssume that dim M # 3,4. Then there are no more than k1 
topological conjugacy classes of smooth and free &-aCtiOnS on M whose generators 
are homotopic to g. 
A group r is poly-z if it has a finite normal series 1 = re C rl C . . C rk = r 
such that ri/ri- 1 is infinite cyclic for i = 1,2, . . . , k. A group r is virtually poly-Z if 
r contains a poly-Z subgroup of finite index in r. Results related to Theorems 3 and 4, 
valid for closed infranilmanifolds, can be found in [12, Section 5.61 and [13]. 
Throughout this paper the following notation will be used. By X we shall denote the 
universal covering space of X and by r the deck group of X. If f : X + X is a map 
homotopic to the identity then f: X + X will denote the lift of f determined by a 
fixed homotopy of idx with f. If H is a group, hi, . . . , hk E H then (hl, . . . , hk) will 
denote the subgroup of H generated by hl, . . , hk, Z(H) will denote the center of H, 
and PH = H - {h’: h E H,r E N - (1)). 
1. Freeness and ~1 -freeness, effectiveness and ~1 -effectiveness 
In the first part of this section G will denote a compact commutative Lie group, X 
will denote a connected G-space, and A = G/Go. Note that the identity component 
Ge of G is a torus T and G is isomorphic to A x T, where A is a finite group (see, 
e.g., [9, p. 4221). We start with the general definition of 7ri-freeness. Let (g) be a finite 
cyclic group of order lc acting homotopically trivially on X. By the same letter g let 
us denote the homeomorphism of X induced by the action of g on X. Take the lift 
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2j of g determined by the lift of a homotopy gt :X -+ X, t E I of idx with g. As 
gk = idx, gk belong s to the deck group r of X. In fact 9” E Z(r), because St 
commutes with r. The corresponding element of 7r1 (X, z) is represented by the (g)- 
invariant loop cg(c) . . .gk-‘(c), where c: I 3 t ti St(z). 
Let HO(g) be the set of all 9” that correspond to different choices of our homotopies. 
If S C: A then HO(S) = lJsES HO(s). In the sequel we shall identify HO(S) with the 
corresponding subset of 7rr (X). Let A, denote the set of all elements of A whose order 
is divisible by T. We say that a homotopically trivial action of G = A x T on X is nl-free 
if the action of T on X is 7ri-free and HO(A T ev,(ni (T)) n {yT: y E 7r1 (X)} = 0 for ) 
everyr~N-{1}.NotethatHO(A,)=0iftherearenoa~A-{l}suchthata’=1. 
Remark 5. (a) If X is a finitistic aspherical space, T acts freely on X, then 
ev, : r](T) -+ q(X) is a monomorphism (see, e.g., the argument given in the proof 
of Lemma 5.1 in [2]) so that the orbit space X/T is aspherical and rri (X/T) = 
~1 (X)/ ev*(rri (T)). Th’ is, as well as other results of this section, is not true if X is 
aspherical but not finitistic. As a counterexample take any compact, semisimple, simply 
connected Lie group H such that T c H and the total space EH of the classifying 
H-bundle. Then T acts freely on EH and ev, (“1 (T)) = { 1). 
(b) We shall prove that T acts freely on a finitistic aspherical space X if and only if 
it acts rri-freely. Using this it is easy to verify (see the arguments given in the proof of 
Lemma 8) that the action of A x T on X is 7r-free if and only if the action of T on X 
and the action of A on X/T are rrr-free. 
In the sequel we shall often use the following. 
Lemma 6. Let A be afinite commutative group acting on a connected topological space 
X. Fix a lift 9 of g E A determined by a homotopy joining idx with g. Then HO(g) 2 
(+-k: r E Z(r)}, where k is the order of g. If X is a connected aspherical CW- 
complex then HO(g) = {Fkrk: r E Z(r)}. 
Proof. Take another homotopy ht, t E I, joining idx with g. Then Ihf E HO(g) and 
hi = ?jr for some T E r. As 9 and $7 commute with r it is clear that T E Z(r) and 
@ = gkrk. 
If X is aspherical then for every element 70 of Z(7ri (X, *)) there is a cyclic homotopy 
&, t E I, such that the homotopy class of the curve I 3 t H ht(*) bel_ongs to ro [8, 
Corollary 1.131. Take an element r of Z(r) corresponding to TO. Then $1 = 7. Using 
this it is easy to see that ?jk71c E HO(g) for every T E Z(r). 0 
Remark 7. Let A be as above and let X be a connected aspherical space. Applying 
Lemma 6 it is easy to see that 9’” = XT for some X E r (for some X E Z(r)) and for 
some nontrivial divisor T of k iff the same is true for any other element of HO(g). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following observation. 
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Lemma 8. Every free homotopically trivial action of a finite group A on a jinitistic 
aspherical topological space X is ~1 -free. 
Proof. Assume the contrary that A does not act rrt -freely. Then there is lc E N - {l}, 
an element a of A of order k, X E r, Zk E HO(a), and a divisor kl > 1 of k 
such that a” = Xkl. For every s < k the action of us on X is nontrivial so that 
Es $ I’. The homeomorphism a --Iclkl X-’ belongs to deck group of X/A. By the above 
(a -Ic/lcl X-‘)“I = 1. This is impossible because the fundamental group of the finitistic 
aspherical topological space X/A is torsion free and a”/“’ $ r. This finishes the proof 
of Lemma 8. 0 
Let & : X + X, t E [0, 11, be an S’-action on X and let & : 2 + 2, t E IR, be the 
action of R on X covering the action #Q. Under the canonical identification of rrt (X, x) 
with r the homotopy class of the orbit [0, l] 3 t ++ q&(x) E X corresponds to the deck 
transformation & E r. Using this we shall prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that G acts ~1 freely but not freely. Then g(y) = y for 
some element g of G - {I} of a finite order T and for some y E X. As G is a product 
of a finite group A by a torus T, g = ur for some a E A, 7 E T. Clearly 7-r = 1. Take 
a homomorphism 4: S’ -+ T and an S’-action $t : X 3 z +F @)x E X, t E [0, 11, 
such that &,, = 7. Take a lift Z of a determined by a homotopy joining idx with a and 
a point z E _% above y. Then (Z&,,)(z) = b(z) for some b E r. Reasoning as in the 
proof of Lemma 8 it is easy to see that b’ = Z’& E HO(A,) ev,(nl (T)) contradicting 
rrt-freeness of the action of G. 
To show that every free action of G is rrt-free assume the contrary that there are 
T > 1, a E A,, cy E HO(a) ev, (“1 (T)) such that CY = yT. By the definition of A, 
the order s of a is divisible by T. As in the first part of the proof CY can be written as 
&+!q for some a” E HO(a) and for some r/q determined by an S’-action & : X 3 5 ti 
$(t)z E X, t E [0, 11, where 1c,: S’ + T is a homomorphism. Since (a$+,,) does not 
act rrt-freely, by Lemma 8, (u$t,,) does not act freely on X. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 0 
Remark 9. The arguments given in the proof of Theorem 1 show that every rrt-free 
action of G on an arbitrary finitistic topological space is free. 
Now we introduce the notion of rrt-effectiveness. Let G be a compact Lie group acting 
on a connected topological space and let Ght be the set of these elements of G whose 
action on X is homotopically trivial. Assume that Ght is a commutative Lie group (this 
assumption is satisfied if X is a closed aspherical manifold, see [9, Theorem 2.51). Then 
Ght = A x T, where T is a torus and A is a finite group. We say that the action of G is 
7r-effective if the action of T is rrt-effective and 1 $ HO(A - { 1)) ev+(rt (T)). 
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Remark 10. If T acts 7r1-effectively on X then the following two conditions are equiv- 
alent 
(i) G = A x T acts 7rl-effectively on X, 
(ii) HO(A - { 1)) n ev,(rl (T)) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First we show that every 7rl-effective action of G is effective. Let 
N be the subgroup of these elements of G that act trivially on M. As N L Ght, every 
element g E N can be written as ta for some t E T, a E A. In particular u(z) = t-‘(z) 
for every z E M and HO(a) n ev,(rrl (T)) # 0. By the rrl -effectiveness, a = 1 so that 
N C T. If N # {l}, then there is a subgroup S of T isomorphic to S’ such that 7rl (S) 
is a direct summand of ~1 (T) and the arising S’-action & : M t M, t E I, is not 
effective. Hence there is T > 1 such that $t = &lr, t E 1, is an S’-action on M. This 
is impossible because &I E Z(r) and @ = $1. 
Now we prove that effectiveness implies ~1 -effectiveness. Assuming that the action of 
G is not rrl-effective first consider the case when T = { 1). Then there is g E A - { 1) 
such that Sk = id,, where k is the order of g. The homomorphism (g) -+ Out(.irl (111)) is 
trivial. By [9, Proposition 2.71 (or [7, Theorem 2.3]), g = idM contradicting effectiveness 
of the action of G. 
In the general case when G = A x T assume that G does not act rrl-effectively. 
As T acts 7rl-effectively (see [3, Lemma 11) there is g E A - (1) and an S’-action 
& : M + M, t E I, embedded into the action of T such that F”& = 1, where k is 
the order of g. Identify g with the corresponding homeomorphism of M. It is clear that 
[g, &] = 1 so that [F, &] = -yt for some it E I’. By the discreteness of r, 7t = 70 = 1. 
Let b = g&/k. Clearly b” = idG. By the above, b = idM contradicting effectiveness of 
the action of G. 0 
Remark 11. The assumption that M is a closed manifold cannot be omitted, because 
the standard effective S’-action on the Mobius band is not 7rl-effective. 
Remark 12. Let T be a torus acting on a closed aspherical manifold M. Applying the 
results of this section it is easy to see that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T acts freely, 
(b) T acts effectively and the factor group 7~1 (n/r)/ ev,(rl (T)) is torsion free, 
(c) ev, is a monomorphism and the factor group ~1 (M)/ ev,(xl (T)) is torsion free. 
Example 13. Let M be a closed manifold homotopy equivalent to the product of the 
Klein bottle K by a closed aspherical manifold V such that Z(rl(V)) = (1). Recall 
that ~1 (K) = (a, b), aba-‘b-l = a2, Z(7rl (K)) = (b2). The only compact connected 
Lie group that can act effectively on M is S’ (cf. [2, Theorem 5.61). For every effective 
S’-action on M we have ev,(nl (S’)) = (b*). By Theorem 1, this S’-action is not free. 
Let p be a prime number, let g E Homeo(M) be a generator of a homotopically 
trivial &-action on a manifold M, and let CCFix(g, M) denote the set of all connected 
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components of Fix(g, M). For simplicity assume that the &,-action on M is smooth. 
Take g = yn E HO(g) and y E &,((T). Let 
F(y) = {CE E M: ijx = yz} 
and let F(y) be the image of F(y) in M. As 9 commutes with r, (sr-])P = id;. By 
Smith theory E* (F(y); Z,) = 0. In particular F(y) is a connected submanifold of G 
so that F(r) E CCFix(g, M). Since 0 E Z(r), the formula 
r x R&7) 3 (X,7) H xyx-’ 
defines an action of the deck group r of M on RP(g). 
Let [y] denote the class of y E R,(a) in R,(o)/r, let C(y) be the centralizer of y in 
r, let r+ be the group of all orientation preserving elements of r, let II be a subgroup 
of r, and let m,(/l;Z,) = max{lc: Hk(.4; Z,) # 0). Then we have the following 
result showing, in particular, that some properties of the fixed point sets of 7ri-conjugate 
Z,-actions are the same. 
Proposition 14. Let M be a closed aspherical manifold, let p be a prime number; and 
let g be a generator of a homotopically trivial smooth I&,-action on M. Then 
(4 F(71) = F(Y2) w hi1 = h21r 
(b) RP(o)/r 3 y ++ F(y) E CCFix(g, M) is a biject%n, 
(c) C(y) is the group of covering transformations of F(y) -+ F(y), 
(d) &F(y);&,) ” &(C(Y)&). 
(e) ifp # 2, then y E r+ and dimF(y) = mc(C+(y);Z,), where C+(y) is the 
centralizer of y in r+, 
(f) ifp = 2, then dim F(y) = m,(C(y); Z,). 
Proof. (a) For every X E r it is easy to verify that F(yz) = X(F(yi)) if and only if 
“I;? = xy*x-i. 
(b) Let Fa E CCFix(g, M), x E Fo. Take a point Z above 2. Then @ = YE for 
some y E r. Since yr5 = rp?E, we have y = Fn E R,(a). Now it is easy to see that 
F(y) = 6. 
(c) Let A be the group of covering transformations of F(y) + F(y). Take u E A, z E 
F(y). Then u(z) E F(y) so that (gy-‘)u(z) = u(z) = (@y-‘)(z) and (y-‘u)(z) = 
(W+)(Z). U g h’ sm t IS and the freeness of the action of r on G we conclude that 
21 E C(Y). In order to check that C(y) c A take cy E C(y), z E F(y). Then 
(gY_‘o)(z) = (a?~-l)(z) = oz and o E A. 
(d) Applying the Cartan Leray spectral sequence it is easy to see that 
il* (F(y); z,) 5% ii* (F(y)/C(y); z,) = E* (C(7); z,). 
(e) As JJ is homotopic to id,, it is clear that 0 and y belong to r+. The manifold 
M+ = G/r+ is an orientable one- or two-fold covering space of M. Let F+(y) be 
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the component of Fix(g, M+) covering F(y). By the above F+(y) = F(y)/C+(y). In 
particular F+(y) is a closed orientable manifold. By (d) 
dim F(y) = dim F(r)/C+(y) 
= max {k: fik(C+(~);&) # 0} 
= m,(c+($;Z,). 
(f) The last statement of Proposition 14 is an easy consequence of (d). 0 
Remark 15. (a) If A4 is orientable then C+(y) = C(r) and dimF(y) = m,(C(-y); Z,). 
(b) If Fix(g, M) # 8 then R,(a) # 63 an d every element y of Rp(fl) generates infinite 
cyclic subgroup of C(y). By Proposition 14, 
dim F(y) = dim(k(y)/(-y}) 3 m,(Z; Z,) = 1. 
(c) Proposition 14 can be used in the proof of Theorem 2 instead of the results of [7]. 
2. Orbit spaces of homotopically trivial actions on aspherical spaces 
The aim of this section is to investigate some useful properties of rl-conjugacy. They 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 3. As an immediate application of 
Theorem 1 we have the following. 
Lemma 16. Lef p (1y : G + Homeo(X), pp : G -+ Homeo(Y) be two homotopically triv- 
ial actions of a compact commutative Lie group G on fznitistic aspherical topological 
spaces X and Y. Then pa is free if and only if pp is free. 
The main result of this section can be stated as follows. 
Lemma 17. Let p a : G -+ Homeo(X), po : G + Homeo(Y) be two free homotopically 
trivial actions of a compact Lie group G on closed aspherical manifolds X and Y. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) pa is ml-conjugate to pp, 
(b) X is G-homotopy equivalent to Y. 
Proof. (a) + (b) By [9, Theorem 2.51, G is a commutative Lie group so that G = A x T, 
where T is a torus and A is a finite group. As in the definition of ~1 -conjugacy let evz, evt 
denote the evaluation homomorphisms determined by pa, pp and let HO,(a), HOp(cz) 
be induced by the actions of p,(a) on X and pp(a) on Y. Since pa is rl-conjugate 
to pp there is an isomorphism q5: ~1 (X) + ~1 (Y) such that +(HO,(a)) = Hop(a), 
$oev; = ev,. B First we show that q5 can be extended to an isomorphism $1 : ~1 (X/A) + 
7rl(Y/A). Let A = (al) @ . . . $ (al), let I’x, ry, r,, ro be the deck groups of X, 
Y, X/A, Y/A respectively, and let kj be the order of aj. Fix a homotopy gt,j joining 
idx with pcy (aj). Let QY = $,j. Then cuf’ E HO,(a,) and $(a>) E HOp(aj). By the 
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definition of HOp(aj) we have $(a?) = @, where & is the lift of pp(aj) determined 
by some homotopy joining idy with pp(aj). For every m = (ml,. . , ml) E Z1 let 
a8 ml m = ot . ..(yln’.Prn=pTn’...pZrz’.Then 
r, = {f&y: y E r,, m E Zl}, r~ = {&y: y E ry, m E Z’} 
Note that cr, E Z(rcl), & E Z(rp). 
In order to define an extension 41 of 4 we shall show that every element u of &, such 
that cr, E TX, belongs to Ict Z $. . . $ k$Z. Assume the contrary that v $! IctZ@. . . $ IclZ. 
Take w, z E 75: such that v = w - z and homotopies a,,t, a,,t joining idx with 
~~(a~), ~~(a,) such that &,,I = awr E,,t = o,. If T is the order of a,, r(z) is the order 
of a,, then a, t r(z)-’ joins idx with p,(a;‘) so that 
(o&T,(*)-‘)I‘ E HO(&) 
and 
oy= = cr;a,T = ((Y&Y, r(+i)rcy;r(4r E HO(e,) 
because cr$‘)r E rZ(rx) (see Lemma 6). As cr, E Z(rx) we have 1 = o_;(o;t)r E 
ffo(a,)rz(rx) = ffo(a,) contradicting the effectiveness of the action of A. Hence 
w = (Ictct,..., Iclc~) for some cl, . . . , cl E Z as claimed. 
Since 4(cr>) = @, +(oV) = ,& f or every (Y,, E r’. Using this it is easy to see that 
4l : r, 3 CW,Y e AMY) E r,, 
q1 : r, 3 ~~9 e WKW E pa 
are well defined. It is clear that 4;’ = $1. As (-Y,, pm commute with T” or ry, 41 is 
a homomorphism. 
Now consider the case when G = T. By the freeness of pa]~ and PPIT, ~1 (X/T) = 
m (X)/ evF(v P’)), ~1 (Y/T) = rl(Y)/ev!?(r~ (T)) (see Section 1, Remark 5, [2, 
Lemma 5.11). Take a homotopy equivalence X : X/T --t Y/T such that X, : ~1 (X/T) -+ 
~1 (Y/T) coincides with the isomorphism induced by 4 and a homotopy inverse p of X. 
We can assume that these homotopy equivalences (as well as their appropriate lifts f 
and E defined below) preserve the base points. 
LetITx:X--+X/T,lT y : Y + Y/T be the principal T-bundles determined by the 
free actions of T on X and Y respectively. Let V be the total space of X*17y and let 
X! : V + Y be the T-equivariant lift of X. The principal T-bundles 17~ and X’17y are 
isomorphic because the corresponding extensions 
1 -+ xl(T) + m(V) + q(X/T) + 1 
and 
1 + ri(T) t n,(X) + q(X/T) + 1 
are the same so that these bundles are induced by the same elements of [X/T, BT] E’ 
H* (X/T, iZdim T ) (cf. [12, Section 5.61). Composing an isomorphism of these bundles 
with X! we get a T-equivariant lift f : X + Y of X. 
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The same argument also shows that there is a T-equivariant lift E : Y + X of p. By 
the above Dx 0 E o f = p o X 0 17~ y 17~. According to the T-equivariance of E o f we 
have (6 0 f)*lkerflx. = id. Using this it is easy to see that (E o f)* = id,,cx). 
Let (p 0 X),, t E I, be a homotopy joining idxlr with p o X. Take a T-equivariant 
lift ht : X + X, t E I, of this homotopy such that ho = idx (see, e.g., [l, Chapter 2, 
Theorem 7.31). We can assume again that (p 0 X), and ht preserve the base points. As 
fix o hi = p o X o 17~ = 17~ 0 E o f there is a map 7: X -+ T such that r(tz) = 
r(z), T(x)hl(x) = (E 0 f)(x) for every z E X, t E T. Let 7x :X 3 z c) r(z)2 E 
X. Then E o f N rx. The homomorphism 7 + : n-l(X) + rl(T) is trivial, because 
(evor),(y)y = ~-,X(Y) = (&of)*(y) = Y. S’ mce r’ : X/T -+ T determined by r induces 
trivial homomorphism of the fundamental groups there is a homotopy rt : X -+ T, t E I, 
joining X 3 z e 1 E T with r such that T(h) = T(X) for every z E X, t E T. Hence 
E o f is T-equivariantly homotopic to idx. The same argument also shows that f o E is 
T-equivariantly homotopic to idy . 
Now consider the general case. We have shown that the isomorphism 4: ~1 (X) + 
,1(Y) can be extended to an isomorphism 41 : ~1 (X/A) + nl(Y/A) such that &* o 
evz’ = eve’, where ev:‘, ev” * are the evaluation homomorphisms induced by the free 
actions of T on X/A and Y/A respectively. By the above there is a T-equivariant 
homotopy equivalence f’ : X/A + Y/A such that f: = 41. As 41 carries ~1 (X) onto 
~1 (Y) there is an A x T-equivariant lift f : X + Y of f’. Lifting appropriate homotopies 
it is easy to see that f is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence. 
(b) + (a) Let Q,: X + Y, P : Y + X be G-homotopy equivalences such that 
@ o 9 N idy , 9 o pi N idx and let x0, ya be the base points of X and Y. By the freeness 
of the actions of G we can assume that @(x0) = ya, @(~a) = za. Let a E A and let T 
denote the order of a. Fix a homotopy at, t E I joining idx with pa(u). It is easy to 
see that the element Z’ of TX determined by this homotopy can be identified with the 
homotopy class of the loop cpol(a)(c) . ..p.(~)~-i(c), where c:1 3 t ti ut(x0) E X 
and cp,(a)(c) . . . p,(~)~-’ (c) is the standard product of paths. The same is true for any 
element of Hop(u). By the equivariance of @, 
@( @P.(U)j(C)) = @M@(c). 
In order to prove that @*(HO,(u)) C HOD(U) it suffices to show the existence of 
a homotopy ht : Y + Y joining idy with pp(u) whose trace I 3 t H ht(yo) E Y is 
homotopic to Q(c) by a homotopy keeping the endpoints ya and pa(u)(ya) fixed. Take a 
homotopy (@ o P)t, t E I, joining idy with @ 0 !P such that (@ 0 !P)t(ya) = ya (cf. [14, 
Chapter 5, Theorem 4.31). By the equivariance of @, 
so that 
for t E [0, l/3]; 
for t E [l/3,2/3]; 
p&) 0 (@ 0 9)-3t+j for t E [2/3, I] 
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is a homotopy joining idy with pp(a). Let cl(t) = ht(yu). Then cl = d@(c)e, where 
d(t) = (@ 0 p)t(!/o) = ?/o, c(t) = &?(a) 0 (@ 0 *)I-t(yo) = pp(a)(yo). By the above 
@*(HO,(a)) c HOp(a). 
The same argument shows that P*((HOp(u)) C HO,(u). Hence 
HOg(o) = (@* 0 P*)(HOfl(o)) c @*(HO,(a)) 
and accordingly @*(HO,(u)) = Hop(u). This finishes the proof of Lemma 17. •I 
3. Conjugacy and 7rl-conjugacy of free homotopically trivial actions 
Proof of Theorem 3. It suffices to verify that (b) + (a). Let pa : G -+ Diff(X), 
po : G + Diff(Y) be two smooth .rri-conjugate free actions of G on X and Y. By 
Lemma 17, there is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence h : X t Y. Let h’ : X/G + 
Y/G be a homotopy equivalence induced by h. 
If ~1 (X) is virtually poly-Z then rri (X/A) g {am-y: y E I”, m E Z’} (see the proof 
of Lemma 17), rri (X/G) E ~1 (X/A)/ evT(nl (T)), ~1 (Y/G) ” 7r1 (X/G) are virtually 
poly-Z. By [4, Corollary B] there is a homeomorphism f’ : X/G + Y/G homotopic to 
h’ so that there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism homotopic to h (cf. [ 1, Chapter 2, 
Theorem 7.31). 
Assume that X is homotopy equivalent to a closed nonpositive curvature manifold 
2. Fix an isomorphism X : rri (X) + 7ri(Z). Let A = (~1) $ . . $ (al) and let r-j be 
the order of u3. Take aj E HO,(uj), j = 1,. . . ,l. As _X(CY~) E Z(rrt(Z)) there is 
an isometric S’-action dt,J : 2 --f 2, t E I, such that &,j = X((Y~) (cf. [lO,ll]). 
The same result shows that there is an isometric action P~,T : T -+ IO(Z) such that 
evl(rri (T)) = X(evy(q (T))). S’ mce 100(Z) is a compact commutative Lie group, the 
formulas p,(aj) = &jr, ,j, j = 1,. . .l, py(t) = py,~(t) define an isometric action 
P-, : G + IO(~) rri-conjugate to pa. By Lemma 16, this action is free so that Z/G 
is a nonpositively curved manifold. Note that 7ri (Z/G) Z ~1 (X/G) 3 ~1 (Y/G) (see 
Lemma 17). According to [5, Corollary 1.11, there is a homeomorphism f’ : X/G + Y/G 
homotopic to h’. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
Remark 18. It is not difficult to estimate the number of topological conjugacy classes of 
homotopically trivial actions on a closed aspherical manifold M. To see this let uj denote 
a generator of ZTj, j = l,...,Z,A=Z,,$~~~@Z,,,andletp,,p~:A~Diff(X)be 
two homotopically trivial and free actions of A on X. If 
17 : Z(Tx)’ + Z(rx)/rlZ(rx) CD.. . @ Z(rx)/rlZ(rx) E 25: $ . . . $I%: 
is the canonical projection and 
fl(HO&*), . . , ~a&)) = qHO&l), . ‘. , q3(m)), 
then HO,(q) = HOo(uj) for j = 1,. ,1 (see Lemma 6) so that pa is topologically 
conjugate to pp. By Theorem 3, if X satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3, then 
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the number of topological conjugacy classes of smooth, homotopically trivial, and free 
actions of A does not exceed card(Z;y @ . . . CD AZ:) = (q . . . TL)~. 
4. Proof of Theorem 4 
Let g E Diff(M) b e a generator of a free &-action on M and let nf,(g) denotes the 
number of topological conjugacy classes of smooth and free &-actions on M whose 
generators are homotopic to g. Let h 2 g be a generator of a free and smooth Zk-action 
on M, and let 
M x I411 
Mg = (GO) - (d~c), 1)’ 
M x IO,11 
hJh = (x,0) w (h(z), 1) 
be the mapping tori of g and h respectively. It is clear that Mg = (M x IL?)/ N, where 
(2, s) - (y,t) H there is k E Z such that (y, t) = (g”(z), k -+- s). Let [x, t] denote the 
class of (z,t) E M x IR in Mg or Mh and let [s] be the class of s E IR in R/Z = S’. 
The formulas 
&,g : Mg 3 [xi 4 e [x, t + ksl E Mg, t E 10, 11, 
&h : Mh 3 [x, s] ++ [xc, t + ks] E Mh, t E [0, l] 
define free and smooth S’-actions on M9 and hlh and the formulas 
p, : Mg 3 [XT, t] H [t] E S’, 
p,, : Mg 3 [Ic, t] + [t] E s’ 
define two smooth fibrations over S’. It is clear that go = &,k,g, ho = 4,/k, h generate 
two free &-actions on M. 
As g is homotopic to h it is not difficult to prove the following. 
Lemma 19. There is an isomorphism @: rl(Mg) + Al such that Q(u) = u for 
u E q(M). 
Let ~0 be a base point of M and let cy E ~1 (M,), ah E ~1 (Mh) denote the homotopy 
classes of the orbits 
[O, 11 3 t I+ &,&o) E Mg, 
[O, 11 3 t c) &,h(~o) E Mh. 
Let cbt,g : %!fg -+ Eg, t E iw, &h : 1111, -+ %h, t E R, be the flows covering the S’- 
actions c#+,~, t E [0, 11, and &,h, t E [0, 11. Then 4 -I,~, &,h are deck tr_ansformations 
and it is easy to see that cg corresponds to 41,~, Oh corresponds to 41 ,h. Now we 
have 
Lemma 20. If@(ag) E HO(ho) th en there is an isomorphism 9 : ~1 (Mg) + TI (Mh) 
such that 
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(a) P(u,) = a, 
(b) Wm CM)) C “1 CM). 
Proof. Since CQ E HO(ha), @(ag) E HO(he) it follows that @(09) = ahrk for some 
7 E Z(n,(M/J). As 
(Ph)* (@(Q)) = (&7)*(Q) = (Ph)*(%), 
we have r E rrt (M). Let Z be the identification of rrt (S’ ) with Z induced by the standard 
orientation of S’, let a(r) = -2((ph)* (7)) and let 
A : TI (Ah) 3 y * T a(7b E m(MJ7 
B:7rl(i&) 3 y * T+)y E 7r,(A&). 
Since r E Z(rrt(Mh)) it is easy to see that A and B are homomorphisms. For every 
y E 7rl (M), a(r) = 0 so that 
a(?($) = a( + a(r) = a(r) 
and 
(B o A)(r) = B(+Y) = ~~(7) &)y = y. 
The same argument shows that A o B = id. 
Let 9 = A o @, By the above P is an isomorphism. As U(Q) = -k, 
9(gg) = A@& = P(ahrk)~h@ = &%q+ = ch, 
This completes the proof of Lemma 20. 0 
Lemma 21. Let M be a closed aspherical manifold with virtually poly-Z fundamental 
group and let g, h E Diff(M) be the generators of hvo free &-actions on M. Assume 
that g N h and that there is an isomorphism CD : ~1 (Mg) + ~1 (Mh) such that @(og) E 
HO(ho). Then g is topologically conjugate to h. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Mg/S’ = M/(g), Mh/S1 = M/(h). By Lemma 20, there 
is an isomorphism P: 7r1(Mg) -+ rl(Mh) such that !P(u~) = Uh and by Theorem 3 
there is an S’-equivariant homeomorphism fe: Mg + Mh such that (fc)* = P. Let 
fl : M/(g) -+ M/(h) be the homeomorphism induced by fe. Since (ft)*(rr (M)) c 
rl (M), there is a Zk-equivariant homeomorphism f : M -+ M. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let ~71,. . .,q be a basis of z(.rr~(M))~* = Z(rl(M))g*. For 
every a = (at,. . , al) E I?? let ua = ua’ . . . o:‘. As C&h, t E [0, l] acts freely on Mh 
there are no s > 1, cre E z(rrt(Mh)) such that crh = ai and it is easy to see that 
~71,. . ,cq,Uh is a basis of z(ri(Mh)). Since @(a,)~,’ E 7rt(M) (see the proof of 
Lemma ZO), @(u9) = UaUh for some a E z’. If the image of a in zi is equal to 0, then 
@(Us) E HO(ho) and by Lemma 21, g is topologically conjugate to h. In particular 
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Remark 22. (a) Let M, Mg, Mh be as above, let 
P: TI (M/J + 
TI (Mh) ~1 (M,) 
kz(m (Mh))h* = kZ(n, (M,))g* 
be the canonical projection, let 
N= l$E C z(v (M,))g* ~Z(T (M,))g* -zL: < = uk’P(uh)-’ for some kl > 1, 
and let @: ~1 (Mg) + ~1 (Mh) be an isomorphism such that @p(u) = u for u E ~1 (M). 
By the q-freeness of the action of (g), (P 0 @)(cg) q! N so that q,(g) < Icl - cardN. 
In particular, if the action of g is homotopically trivial, then N # 8 so that 
n&) < k1 - 1. 
(b) The arguments given in the proof of Theorem 4 show that if g generates a free 
Z&-action on a closed aspherical manifold M and ~1 (M)/(g) is the fundamental group 
of a nonpositively curved manifold, then 
nf,(g) < k’““k(z(“‘(hf)))” 
Remark 23. (a) The results of Sections 3 and 4 are also true for 4-dimensional closed 
aspherical manifolds with virtually poly-Z fundamental groups (cf. [6, Theorem 2.161). 
(b) The class of finitely generated, torsion free, virtually poly-Z groups is identical 
with the class of the fundamental groups of closed infrasolvmanifolds [6, Theorem 2.121. 
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